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NEW APPROXIMATION ALGORITHMS FOR A CLASS OF 
PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS DISPLAYING BOUNDARY 

LAYER BEHAVIOR* 

WENFANG CHENGt, ROGER TEMAM*, AND XIAOMING WANG§ 

Abstract. The aim of this article is to propose and study a class of new algorithms which 
qualitatively and quantitatively capture the behavior of the exact solutions of a class of evolution 
partial differential equations which display boundary layer behavior. The idea of the new schemes is to 
incorporate the boundary layer into the Galerkin base in the finite element approximation. Our error 
estimates demonstrate that the new schemes are effective in the under-resolved region of the classical 
schemes. Our numerical experiments support the numerical analysis. The design and analysis of the 
new schemes depend on the detailed analysis of the boundary layer. The development and proof 
of the asymptotic expansion of the solutions of the partial differential equations are attached as an 
Appendix. 

1. Introduction. Many physical problems involve diffusive process with small 
diffusive coefficients. The Navier-Stokes equations for incompressible Newtonian fluids 
is such an example where the Newtonian viscosity is usually very small. This kind of 
small diffusive coefficient coupled with Dirichlet boundary condition (like the no-slip 
boundary condition in fluid problems) usually produce a thin sharp transition layer 
near the boundary, called boundary layer. The problem with boundary layer can 
be illustrated via the following example of Friedrichs (1941): consider the boundary 
value problem 

(1.1) -eulx-pul = l,m(0,L), 

(1.2) ue{0)=ue{L)=0. 

where f3 > 0 is a fixed parameter. The solution can be calculated explicitly as 

The corresponding inviscid problem, equipped with up-wind boundary condition is 

(1.4) -Pux = l, in(0,L), 

(1.5) u(L) = 0. 

We observe that there is a transition layer located near x = 0 of thickness e/fi where 
u6 changes value from 0 to 1. 

This is somewhat a generic situation even for similar time evolution problems as 
we shall recall in the Appendix. In numerical approximation of such problems it is 
then required to resolve such small scales. In fact for the classical methods such as 
standard finite elements it is well known that they produce oscillations in the under- 
resolved region, i.e., when the mesh size is larger than the boundary layer thickness 
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(see attached figures). On the other hand it is very costly in computational fluid 
dynamics (CFD) problems if we resolve the boundary layer using a sufflcenitly fine 
mesh and standard methods. Here we would like to propose, study and partially test a 
new scheme which incorporates the boundary layer into the Galerkin base. We study 
the scheme on a model problem of a convection-diffusion equation of the following 
form 

(1-6) -ue-sulx-Pul=f(x,t), 

(1.7) ue(0,t) = ue(L,t) = 0, 

(1.8) ue(x,0) = uo(x), 

where e is a small diffusive coefficient. This model problem is an embedded system 
of the Navier-Stokes system with non-characteristic boundary conditions: 

(1.9) —v-eAv + (v-V)v + Vp = f, 

(1.10) V •« = (), 

(1.11) V\X=O,L = (-/?, 0,0). 

Indeed consider a special type of body force / = (0, f(x,t),0) and a special type of 
solution v = (—{3,u(x,t),0). We have 

0 

—u - euxx - I3ux + —p = f, 

8 

u\x=0,L = 0. 

Since the equations involve x, t only, we must have 

and hence we end up with our one dimensional model problem. 
The steady state case of this model problem was studied in Cheng and Temam 

(1999) first. The idea of our new algorithm is in the same spirit as in that work: 
namely we try to incorporate the boundary layer into our Galerkin base. In this way 
we have resolved the boundary layer which enables our scheme to function well even 
in the region which is under-resolved in the classical case. Our numerical analysis and 
computations indicate that our method captures qualitatively and quantitatively the 
behavior of the exact solution even in the under-resolved case (mesh size » e). A 
similar idea of incorporating special feature of the equation into the Galerkin base so 
that the new scheme works in the under-resolved regime of classical scheme can be 
found in the work of Hou, Wu and Cai (1999) among others. In the steady state case, 
it is also related to the so called exponential fitting method (see for instance Ascher, 
Mattheij and Russell, 1988). 

The boundary layer behavior of this model evolution problem bears some resem- 
blance to the time independent (steady state) problem studied by Cheng (1999) and 
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Cheng and Temam (1999). In particular we show in the Appendix that the boundary 
layer is located at the outlet (downwind) boundary (x = 0) only and is of uniform 
thickness e/(3. This is the same as for the Navier-Stokes equations as was studied 
by Temam and Wang (1999). The time independent feature of the boundary layer 
is somewhat a surprise since we generally anticipate the variation of the boundary 
layer as time evolves. Mathematically this is due to the non-characteristic nature 
of the boundary (for the inviscid problem) and the incompressibility in the case of 
Navier-Stokes equations. There is a distinction however between the stationary case 
and the time evolution case: for the stationary case the boundary layer is of the form 
e-(3xfe while for ^ time evolution case secondary boundary layer such as xe~®xl£ 

appears. The appearance of the secondary boundary layer is due to the resonance 
effect (see the Appendix for more details). The appearance of this secondary bound- 
ary layer also provides us with the choice of whether to incorporate this secondary 
boundary layer into our Galerkin base. Depending on whether we take into account 
this secondary boundary layer, we propose two different new schemes. The difference 
in the numerical results are minimal since the secondary boundary layer is small in 
the H.1 norm. 

The article is organized as follows. In Section 2 we present the new schemes and 
in Section 3 we derive error estimates for the new schemes. These error estimates 
indicate the applicability of the new schemes in the under-resolved region for the 
classical methods. In Section 4 we present some numerical evidence supporting our 
numerical analysis. In the Appendix we derive and prove the systematic asymptotic 
expansion for our model problem for small diffusive coefficient e. 

Application of our new schemes to more realistic models such as the Navier-Stokes 
system and the comparison of our method to other non-standard methods (such as 
adaptive, streamline diffusion, etc) will be the subject of future work. 

2. The new algorithms. According to the systematic asymptotic expansion 
developed and proved in the Appendix we know that there exist smooth functions 
i£0(a;, t),tx1(a;, t) and co(£),co(£) and a generic constant K independent of e such that 

(2.1) |K - u* - en1 - coe"^ - ^xe-^lE\\Loo^T.m) < K, 

(2.2) |K - u0 - eux - coe-^ - coxe"^^-^^) < «e. 

This implies that 

(2.3) |K - coe"^ - coxe-^IUoo^T;^) < *, 

and 

(2.4) |K - w0 - eux - coe-^/£||Loo(0?T;H2) < «£-*, 

(2.5) |K - ^ - eu1 - coe-^/£||Loo(o,T;^) < «e*. 

Interpolation inequalities imply 

IK-t^-s^-coe-^ll     /  ^s   <«, 

which further implies 

(2-6) \\u'-^-0X/\^o,TiHi)^
K- 
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These estimates suggest that we have a choice for our new Galerkin basis (classical 
finite element basis plus boundary layer base). 

For fixed iV, we consider the classical piecewise linear finite element base functions 
</?j of the following form: for h = -^ and for j = 1, • • •, N — 1, Xj = j * h and 

{^(x — XJ-I) for Xj-i < x < Xj, 
£ O&J+l - X) for Xj <X< Xj+1, 
0 elsewhere; 

(2.8) (po(x) = e-^le + (1 - e'^x/L - 1, 

(2.9) <A)(z) = 3;e-^/£ - xe"^1. 

Let 

(2.10) VN = span    {(pu • • • ^N-I} , 

(2.11) VN = span    {y>o,y>i>---,^jv-i}, 

(2.12) Fiv = 5pan    {^0,^0,^1, • * • ^iv-i} . 

Our first algorithm takes into consideration the primary boundary layer type base 
ipo only: we consider the problem of finding ujsrit) € ^v(^) such that 

(2.13) (—j-iv) +£(u>Nx,vx) - (Ctiv^,^) = (/,v),    Vv G Viv, 

(2.14) (WAH*=O,V) = (wo,v),    Vv€VN. 

In (2.14) we may replace VAT by Vjv since the initial data ^o has no boundary layer by 
our assumption ( assuming all compatibility conditions are satisfied, see the Appendix 
for more details) . 

Our second algorithm takes into consideration both the primary boundary layer 
base ipo and the secondary boundary layer base <po. Hence we seek an approximate 

solution UN € VN such that 

(2.15) (•-Q^.,v)+e(Ji,Nx,vx) -{uNx,v) = (f,v),    \/v e VN, 

(2.16) (fiAr|i=o,v) = (uo,v),    Vv e &N. 

3. Error estimates. In this section, we derive error estimates for the new algo- 
rithms proposed in the last section. These error estimates indicate that our scheme 
should produce satisfactory results when h « e*. Notice this is well in the under- 
resolved region of the classical methods. 

First we notice that thanks to the boundary layer asymptotic expansions (2.6) and 
(2.3) we have, when combined with classical interpolation results for finite element 
spaces, that there exist ci, • • •, c/v-i and a constant K independent of e such that 

JV-l 
3 

(3.1) \\u£ - ]r CkVkWLooQW) < Kh* 
k=0 

N-l 

(3.2) \\ue -  ^ Cmllz,~(0,T;.tfi)  < «/l5, 
k=0 
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N-l 

(3.3) \\U£ - Cofio - ^ CkVkWL^iO^L*) < nh2, 
k=0 
N-l 

(3.4) \\u£ - CQifQ - ^ CWkWhooiOtTiH1) < K>h. 

Of course the c's may be different in each cases, although we use the same notation 
in all cases. 

We then have the following theorem 

THEOREM 1.  There exists a constant K, = «(r,wo,/) independent of e or h, such 
that 

h* T 
(3.5) \\u€ -UNWLOO^T^ < ^{T,uoJ){sih1^ + -j)(l + log^j). 

Proof. Let 

N-l 

(3.6) uN = ^T ckVk, 
k=0 

be the interpolation of ue in VN such that the interpolation inequalities (3.1) and 
(3.2) hold with u^ as the interpolant. 

Denote 

(3.7) eN(t)=uN(t)-uN(t). 

It is easy to see that we only need to prove the estimate for this error between the 
approximate solution and the interpolation since 

||^£ - ^JVIIL^CCTJL
2
) < 11^ - UN\\L°°(O,T',L

2
) + \\UN - ^ATIIL^CO^JL

2
) 

< «/l2 + \\UN - U>N\\L<™(0,T',L2), 

thanks to the interpolation inequality (3.1). 
In order to estimate e^ we consider the auxiliary adjoint problem 

(3.8) -{—vN{s),v) + a£{v,vN(s)) = O^v e VN,-s e (0,0, 

(3.9) (vN(t) - eN(t),v) = 0,\/v e VN, 

where 

ae(u,v) - e(ux,vx) + P(u,vx). 

Denoting 

(3.10) 9N(S)=U
6
(S)-UN{S), 

we see that 

(3.11) ©iv — ejsf = u£ — UN — (UN — UN) = u£ — UN, 

(3.12) {QN(0)-eN(0),v) = (uo-uN{0),v) = 0,Vv G VN, 

(3.13) (fo(0JV _ eN)>v) + a^@N ~ eN>v) = 0'W € VN- 
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Thus we deduce that 

f1       d 
(3.14) ||ejv(*)||i2 =  /  [{-^-sVN{s),eN{s))+a£{eN{s),vN{s))] + {vN{t),eN{t)) 

f1    d 
= /  [(Q-eN(8),VN(s))+ae(eN(s),VN(s))] + (vN(0),eN(0)) 

= f [(^-seN(s)1vN(s))+a£(eN(s),vN(s))] + (0iv(O)^iv(O)) 

= -/ (QN(s),—vN(s))+      ae(QN{s),vN(s)) + (eN(t),vN(t)) 

+£\\®N\\L™(0,t;H1)\\vN\\L1(0,t;H1)+P\\9N\\L™(0,t;L2)\\v^ 

M\QN(t)\\L2\\eNmL^ 

Thus it is necessary to estimate various norms of v^. We observe that after reversing 
the time the equation for vjy is equivalent to an ODE system 

(3.15) rj 4- eArj + /3Brj = 0, 

(3.16) *K0)=*jb, 

where A corresponds to the discrete Laplacian and B corresponds to the discretization 
__d_ 
dx ' 
Multiplying equation (3.15) by 77 we deduce 

<*-&• 

(3.17) —kWI'+el^WI^O, 

where we used the skew symmetry of the operator B. Hence we have 

(3.18) IMU°°(o,*;L2) < «IMU«>(o,*) < K\m\ < «l|ejv(*)llL2, 

(3.19) \\VN\\L*(WHI) < ^II^^IIL^O,*) < 4-1^)1 < Ar\\eN(t)\\L2. 
£2 £2 

Multiplying equation (3.15) by 577 we deduce 

(3.20) s\fl(S)\2 + i±(8\AiT,(s)\*) - l\AiT,(8)\2 < K\AlT,(3)\8\f,(s)\ 

<^s\ri(s)\2 + Ks\A^r](s)\2. 

When combined with the L2(0,t; A*) estimate, this implies 

(3.21) \AiV(s)\ < A-\Vo\, 
£S2 

(3.22) 1^77(5)^2(0,,) < 4-|^o|. 
£2 

Next we take the time derivative of equation (3.15) and find 

(3.23) 77(5) + £,477(s) + l3Bf]{s) = 0. 
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Multiplying this equation by s'2r)(s) we deduce that 

(3-24) ITJ
8
^

2
 - SWS)|2 + ^^V(s)\2 = 0- 

This implies 

(3.25) \r,(s)\ < -^-Ittol, 

which further implies, together with the inverse Poincare inequality, that 

(3.26) f  \f,{8)\d8= [    \rj(s)\dS+ fmids 
JO Jo Jh2 

rh2 r1 i 
</     \eAr){s) + (}Br)(s)\ds + K, /    -j-lrjolds 

JO Jh2 £2S 

T 
+ K£~i|7?o|log^ <j[*(e^|»j(«)| + ^|»7(a)|) 

< «ho|(e + h + e"^ log Tj) 

<^-i|77o|(l + log^). 

Utilizing these relations in the estimate for ||ejv||2 we obtain 

\\eN{t)\\l2 < K—\\eN(t)\\L2(l + log—) + Khi\\eN{t)\\L2 
£2 tlZ 

hi 
+^h2\\eN{t)\\L2 + K-^\\eN(t)\\L2 

£2 

h 9 T1 

< /c(eU* + —(H-logrjJJIIejvWII^, 

which implies the result of the theorem. 
This completes the proof of this theorem. D 

If we are willing to assume more regularity on the data UQ, f and more compati- 
bility conditions so that the interpolation inequalities (3.1) and (3.2) hold for the time 
derivative as well (this is possible due to our analysis in the Appendix) we are able 
to improve the previous error estimate by removing the logarithmic term or deriving 
a bound on the error which is independent of e. More precisely we have 

THEOREM 2. Let UN be the solution of the boundary layer base truncation equa- 
tions (2.13) - (2.14). Let u be the exact solution of the linear convection-diffusion 
equation (1.6) - (1.8). Then there exists a constant K = K,(T,uo,f) independent of e 
or h such that 

h I 
(3.27) \\u-uN\\Loo{piT.L2) < K(T,uoJ)(e2h2 + -4), 

£2 

and 

(3.28) \\u - Uiv||L-(0,T;L2) < «(T, UQ, f)h2, 
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provided that the data are smooth (C6) and satisfy the compatibility conditions (to 
order 4) (see the Appendix). 

Proof. Thanks to the systematic asymptotic expansion in the Appendix under 
added smoothness and compatibility, we see that, there exist Co(£), Co(£) and a generic 
constant K independent of £, such that 

(3.29)      ||^U
£ - ju0 - eju1 - c'0e-^ - c^e-^H^^H*) < KS^. 

This implies that 

(3-30) |||^_c^-^||L2(o^t)<K. 

By applying the usual interpolation theory to ^u£ — c!§e~~PxlE, we see that, there exist 
c!k such that 

(3.31) ||— Ue -  2^ 4^IU2(0,T;L2)  < AC/12 , 

(3.32) ||—w
e - J2 4WfelU'(o,T;iri) < «/ii. ldt 

k=0 

Since the initial data UQ is smooth, there exist Ck(0),k = l,---,iV — 1 and a 
generic constant K (independent of e) such that 

iV-l 

(3.33) |K- ^c*(0)^|U2<^2, 
k=l 

N-l 

(3.34) ||wo - Y^ ck(P)(Pk\\m < nh. 
k=i 

Now we define 

(3.35) Ck(t)=ck(0)+ f c,
k(s)ds,k = lr-.,N-l, 

Jo 

(3.36) co(t)= [ c'o&ds, 
Jo 

and denote 

JV-l 

(3.37) UN(x,t) = J2 Ck{t)¥k{x) e VN. 
k=0 

We deduce, after integrating (3.31) and (3.32) in time 

(3.38) \\u£ - UN\\L°°(0,T;L1) < Kh*, 

(3.39) \\U£ - lijv|U~(0,T;tfi) < /efts ? 

(3.40) ||— Ue - ^Wiv||L2(0,T;L2)  < Acfta, 

(3.41) ||—ue - QJUN\\L*{WHI) < Kh*. 
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By setting v — u^ in (2.13), we see that 

(3.42) ||#JV|U~(0,T;L2)  < «• 

We now consider the difference of u and -UJV; we have 

(3.43) ( — (u-uN),v) +£(ux -UNX.VX) - {ux -uNx,v) = 0   Vv G V/v, 

(3.44) i2iv|t=o ^ Vjv, (iiN|t=o, v) = (i/o, v)    Vv G VV. 

Equation (3.44) implies 

(3.45) ||wo - iijv|t=olU2 < «ll^o||if2 ' ^2 < «^2; 

indeed, (3.44) can be written as 

(no -uN\t=Q,v) =0   Vv G Viv,wjv|t=o ^ VN- 

Hence, for every u G VN , 

(3.46) (IXQ - Wjv|t=o, ^o - fiN|t=o) 

= (no - ^Ar|t=o,^o - w) + (^o - Wiv|t=0jW - fijv|t=o) 

= (no -^ivl^o^o -ii); 

we thus have 

(3.47) \\UQ - UN\t=Q\\2L* < \\uo -UN\t=o\\L*\\uo - W||L2,    Vn G VV, 

and (3.45) follows from the usual interpolation inequalities. 
Now notice that 

(3.48) - — \\u - UN\\
2

L2 + e\\ux - UNxWh 

= ( — (U-UN),U -UN) +£(UX -UNX,UX -UNX) - {Ux " UNx.U- UN) 

= (^-{U-UN),UN -UN) + ( — (U-UN),U-UN) 

+ e(ux - UNxiUNx —UNX) -\-S(UX - UNx,Ux - UNx) 

- (Ux - UNx, UN - UN) - (ux - UNx,U - UN) 

= (-frSu ~ UN),U - UN) +e(wa. -UNX,UX -UNX) - {ux - UNX,U-UN) 

< (OT(^ -UN),U-UN) +e\\u- UN\\H
1
\\

U
 - UNWH

1
 + \\u - UNWH

1
]]^ - UN\\L

2 

< {W:{U-UN),U-UN) + dl^-^!!^1 + K£\\u - UN\\
2

HI + KS^WU - UN\\
2

L2 

d e h3 

< {TJ-{U-UN),U-UN) + -KWU-UNWHI +K(eh+ —)' 

(Thanks to (3.38) and (3.39)). 

Hence, we have 

(3.49) —-\\u - UN\\
2

L2 + £\\U - UN\\
2

HI < 2(—(U-UN),U-UN) + K(eh + —). 
at ot e 
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Integrating (3.49) in time and utilizing (3.45), we find that 

(3.50) \\(u-UNm\\2
L2+e [ \\(u-uN)(8)\\2fflds 

Jo 

h3 

< K(h4 + eh 4- —) + 2((u - fijv)(*), (u - UN)®) 
e 

< R{h2 + £h + ^ +  1 ||(u _ uN)(t)\\l2 + 2||(U - UN)mh 

+ 
1-J*\\(u-uN)(s)\\i2dS + 2j*\\(^-^)(S)\\l^ 

< K(/l4 + eh+£+&) + i||(u - uN)(t)fL2 + \^ \\iu - uN){s)\\l2 

(Thanks to (3.40)). 

This further implies 

(3.51) ||(u - uN){t)\\l2 +2e [ ||(u - uN)(s)\\2H1ds 
Jo 

< K(/I
4
 + eh + — + h3) + /   ||(u - uN)(s)\\l2ds. 

Now we apply the usual Gronwall inequality (see for instance J. Hale, 1980); we 
find 

h 
(3.52) ||U-#JV|IL~(O,T;L2) < K(T,uo,f)(e*h% + -r). 

This indicates that the scheme (2.13) - (2.14) could capture the qualitative be- 
havior in the under-resolved case (h » e), as long as/i2£_2 <<lor/i<<£3,( e.g. 
/i«10-1 ife^KT3). 

An alternative way to derive the convergence rate for the under-resolved scheme 
is as follows. Notice that 

(3.53) \(ux -UNX:U-UN)\ = \(U-UN,UX -UNX)\ 

<\\u-UN\\L2\\ux-UNx\\L2 

< -\\U - UNWh + \\UX- UNxWh 

1 
I1 

(Thanks to (3.39)). 

< ^\\u — UN\\L
2
 + Kh 

Hence we have, instead of (3.48) and (3.49) 

(3.54) —\\u - UNWh + e\\u - UN\\HI 

r\ -t 

< Kh + 2( — (u - UN),U - UN) + r||«-Wjv|lL2 
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Integrating (3.54) in time and applying the same technique as was used in (3.50) 
- (3.51), we see that 

(3.55) IKu - uN)(t)\\l* + e [ ||(ti - uN)(s)\\2L.ds. 
Jo 

< K{h + h3) + 2 I   \\{u - UN)(s)\\Lids 
Jo 

<Kh + 2 /   \\{u - uN)(s)\\L2ds. 
Jo 

Applying the same Gronwall type argument we obtain 

(3.56) \\u - £JV||L°°(O,T;L
2
) < K(Tiuo> f)hl' 

This completes the proof of the Theorem. D 
An under-resolved scheme with better error estimates (those comparable to the 

stationary case) can be derived by adding both e~x/£ and xe~xl£ into the basis. 

THEOREM 3. Let UN be the solution of the modified finite element scheme 

(3.57) (■j^,v)+e(uNx,vx)-(uNx,v) = (f,v), VveVN, 

(3.58) {uN\t=o,v) = (wo,v),Vi; G VAT, 

where UN € VN = span{(po,<po,(pi, • • • ,</?JV-I} with <po(x) — x(e~^ — e~^) ~ xe~^. 
Then there exists a constant K = K,(T,uo,f) independent of e or h such that 

(3.59) \\U-UN\\L<*>(O,T',L*) <K(T,uo,f)(e3h+—). 

Proof. Thanks to the systematic asymptotic expansion in the Appendix, we have 

(3.60) \\ue - co(t)(po(x) - co(t)<po(x)\\Loo(0fT.H2) 

< \\ue -co(t)e"« - co(t)xe~*\\Loo(09T.H2) 

+ ||co(t)((l - e~t)x - 1) + co(t)xe~<\\Loo(0tT.H2) 

<Av. 

Combining this with the classical interpolation theory, we see that there exist con- 
stants ci(£),•••, CJV-I(t) such that 

N-l 

(3.61) \\u£ - co(t)vo(x) - co(t)(fo(x) - ^ CJ^JWLOO^T.^ 

3=1 

< K,\\U
£
 - co(t)(po(x) - co(t)<po{x)\\Loo(0iT.H2) • h2 

<Kh2, 

N-l 

(3.62) \\u£ - co(t)(po(x) - co(t)(po(x) - ^ ^(^^(^IILOO^.T;^) 

3=1 

< K\\U
£
 - co(t)(fo(x) - co(t)<po(x)\\Loo(0iT.H2) • h 

< K,h. 
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Denoting by UN the expression 

N-l 

(3.63) uN = ^ Cj(t)(pj G VN, 

j=0 

we can rewrite (3.61) - (3.62) as 

(3.64) \\ue - UN\\L°°(O,T;L
2
) < nh2, 

(3.65) ||^ - ^JVIIL-^T;^
1
) < nh. 

By setting v = UN in (3.57), we see that 

(3.66) ||^iv|U-(0,T;L2)  < /C. 

We now consider the difference of u and UN] we have 

(3.67) (OT(
W
 ~ uN),v) Jr£(ux - UNX,VX) - (ux -UNX,V) =0   \fv G VN, 

(3.68) uN\t=o G VAT, (^AH^O,^) = (^o, v)    Vv G VAT. 

Equation (3.68) implies 

(3.69) \\uo - fiiv|*=olU2 < ft|KII#2 • h2 < Kh2; 

indeed, (3.68) can be written as 

(UQ - uN\t=o,v) = 0   Vv G VN, uN\t=o G VN. 

Hence, for every u G V/v , 

(3.70) (UQ - UN\t=o,uo - Ujsr|*=o) 

= (wo - ^|t=o> ^o - ^) + (^o - Wjv|i=o, ^ - ixiv|t=o) 

= (uo -^iv|i=o,^o - w); 

we thus have 

(3.71) ||izo - Wiv|t=o||i2 < ||^o - ^iv|£=o||L2l|wo - ^||L
2

>    ViZ G VN, 

and (3.69) follows from the usual interpolation inequalities. 
Now notice that 

(3.72) - — \\u - fiiv||i2 + e\\ux - UN^I 

= (ft:(U~tiN),U-UN) +£(Ux -UNx,Ux -UNx) - (Ux - UNx, U - UN) 

d d 
= {-^-{u-uN),uN -UN) + {-rr{u-uN),u-uN) 

+ e{ux - UNx, UNx -UNx) +S(ux - UNx,Ux - UNX) 

- (ux - UNX,UN -UN) - (Ux -UNX,U - UN) 

- (^7(w -UN),U -UN) +£{UX -UNX,UX - UNX) - {ux -UNX,U -UN) 
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<(—(u- fijv), u - UN) + e||« - «Ar||ffi 11" - "jvllff1 + llu - ^H^1 llu - ""^l^2 

< (%-(u - ~UN),U- UN) + ollw " ^l^1 + ^^ + T^1 

at * c 

(Thanks to (3.64) and (3.65)). 

Hence, we have 

r) h3 

(3.73) jt\\u - ^v||2L2 + e\\u - ^Wm < 2(^^ " *")>u " fi^) + "^ + T^ 

Integrating (3.73) in time and utilizing (3.69), we find that 

(3.74) ||(u-fiAr)(t)|l!2+e /   \\{u - ~uN){s)\\2mds 
Jo 

< K(h* + eh2 + —) + 2((u - fiAr)(t), (M - fijv) W) 

-2yo((«-«N)w,(¥--ar)w)d« 

< Acf^2 + eh2 + —) + i||(« - fiArXOIIi* + 2||(« - fiAr)(*)lli2 
"" el 

+ \J*\\(u-*)(s)\\hds + 2j*\\(ft-^)(s)\\hds 

< K(h4+eh2 + —) + h\(u - iwrnwh +1 [ (u - ^)(8)\\h 
(Thanks to (3.64) and our assumption on time derivative for the problem) . 

This further implies 

(3.75) ||(ti - uN)(t)\\2L2 + 2e [ \\(u - UN){s)\\2Hlds 
Jo 

< K(h4 + eh2 + —)+ [ ||(« - iiN)(s)\\hds. 
£ Jo 

Now we apply the usual Gronwall inequality .   More precisely, we repeat the 
argument by setting 

(3.76) g(t)= [ \\(u-JiN)(s)\\2L2ds. 
Jo 

We then have 

(3.77) g'(t) < g(t) + /^(/i4 + eh2 + —), 

or 

(3.78) i(e-t9(t))<K(h4+eh2 + ^-). 
dV     *^ " -   ^ e 
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Hence 

(3.79) g(t)<K(T,uo,f)(h* + etii + —)   vte[o,r]. 

Inserting this into (3.75) we find 

h2 

(3.80) ||u-fitf|U~(o,T;L*) < K(T,uoJ)(eih+ —). 

This indicates that the scheme (3.57) - (3.58) could capture the qualitative be- 
havior in the under-resolved case (h » e), as long as h2e~2 « 1 or h « e*, (e.g. 
h« lO"1 ife^lO"4). 

As for the case with one boundary layer base incorporated, we have an alternative 
way to derive the convergence rate for the under-resolved scheme as follows. Notice 
that 

(3.81) \(ux -uNx,u-uN)\ = \(u-uN,ux -UNx)\ 

< \\u - UN\\L^\\UX - UNx\\L2 

< -\\u - UN\\
2

L2 + \\ux - UNxWh 

< -\\u - JiN\\2L2 + Kh2 

(Thanks to (3.65)). 

Hence we have, 

(3.82) —\\u - iiN\\2L2+e\\u - iWll^ <Kh2 + 2(—(u - JiN),u - fiJV) + -||w_fijV||22. 

Integrating (3.82) in time and applying the same technique as was used in (3.74) 
- (3.75), we see that 

(3.83) ||(t4 - fiiOWIIi* + 2e f \\(u - uN)(s)\\2L2ds. 
Jo 

< K(h2 + h3 + h4) + 2 f \\(u - &N)(s)\\L2ds 
Jo 

<K,h2 + 2       \\(u-JiN)(s)\\L2ds. 
Jo 

Applying the same Gronwall type argument we obtain, as in (3.76) - (3.80) 

(3.84) \\U - fijv|U~(0,T;L2) < K(T, UQ, f)h. 

Notice that the right hand side of (3.84) is independent of e which is in contrast to 
(3.80). 

4. Numerical Results. The numerical calculations were carried out on an SGI 
Octane 225 Mhz machine with 512 Mb memory running IRIS 6.4. Figure 1 is for the 
equation 

du 
TTT — ZUxx ~ ux — lj 
at 
u(t,0) = u(t,l) =0, 

uo(0,x) =x(l-x), 
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with e 0.001. Figure 2 is for the equation 

du 
dt SUxx      ^x — ^ -*5 

u(t,0) =u(t,l) = 0, 

The grid size in space is 0.1 and it is 0.01 in time. The implicit Euler method 
is used for the time discretization. For our new scheme, when T is fixed, we employ 
Gaussian elimination to solve the linear system Ax = b directly. This is possible since 
the associated matrix has the structure of a tridiagonal matrix plus an extra row and 
an extra column. What we observed is similar to the stationary case. The classical 
finite element method produces oscillations for coarse grid sizes in the space. We do 
not observe any oscillations with our new scheme. The results are shown in Figures 1 
and 2. In both figures, (a) and (a7) are approximate solutions at T = 1.0 and T = 2.0 
using standard finite element methods respectively. Notice that there are oscillations; 
(b) and (&') are approximate solutions at T = 1.0 and T = 2.0 using the new scheme 
with one boundary layer base respectively. Notice that there is a sharp boundary layer 
near x = 0; (c) and (c') are enlarged pictures of (b) and (b') near x = 0 respectively. 

(a) Finite Element Basis (a') Finite Element Basis 

(b) with 1 BL basis (b') with 1 BL basis 

0 0.2        0.4        0.6        0.8 1 

(c) with 1 BL basis (c') with 1 BL basis 

Figure 1: ut-euxx -ux = l,e = 10"3,w0(a;) = a:(l - a:),^ = 10, At = 0.01 
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(a) Finite Element Basis (a') Finite Element Basis 

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 

(b) with 1 BL basis (b*) with 1 BL basis 

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 * 

(c) with 1 BL basis 
12 

10 

(c') with 1 BL basis 

^-  

8 jf 
6 

/                                     T=2.0 

4 / 
2 

/ 
4 5* 

XlO"3 

Figure 2: ut — eux t\ e = lQ-*,v?(x) = x2(l - xf, N = 10, A* = 0.01 

5. Appendix: Systematic expansion for the model problem with a 
small diffusive coefficient. In this Appendix, we introduce and prove, in a system- 
atic fashion, asymptotic expansions for the solutions to the following type of linear 
convection-diffusion equations 

(5.1) 
— - eue

xx - $u% = f     m ft, 

u£ = UQ     at t = 0, 
u£ = 0     at x = 0 and L, 

for small diffusive coefficient e. Here Q is the interval (0, L) in the one dimensional 
case. Extensions to higher dimensional cases do not raise any further difficulty, but 
will not be addressed here. 

Two types of asymptotic expansions will be introduced. The first type is of the 
form 

oo 

3=0 
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which is suitable in the interior of fl. This asymptotic expansion is not valid on A in 
general due to the existence of a boundary layer. In order to develop an asymptotic 
expansion valid up to the boundary, correctors of various orders are needed to resolve 
the boundary layers of various orders. More specifically, we will have an asymptotic 
expansion of the form 

oo 

This outer expansion (outside the boundary layer) is suitable in A. The correctors 0^ 
are of the boundary layer type and their explicit form are needed in our design and 
analysis of the new schemes. 

The problem we treat here is a prototype problem. The treatment we introduce 
here continues and generalizes the treatment by Vishik and Lyusternik (1957) and 
Lions (1973). The boundary layer analysis of other viscous perturbation of hyperbolic 
problems can be found in the work of Gisclon and Serre (1994), Grenier and Gues 
(1998) and Xin (1998) among others. Notice that we have a detailed analysis of the 
boundary layer for our model problem which was not found in other works. These 
detailed features are needed in the design and analysis of our numerical scheme. More 
precisely, we have to the leading order 

(5.2) 0j = J2ckx
ke (3x/e 

k=0 

The first two terms in the expansion are useful in the numerical analysis of our under- 
resolved scheme with a boundary layer base. 

Asymptotic expansion in the interior. In this section, we study the asymp- 
totic behavior of the solutions to the following one dimensional linear convection- 
diffusion equation with a small diffusive coefficient: 

du£ 

(5.3) — - £u£
xx -/3u£

x=f in (0, L) x (0, oo), 

(5.4) u£ = UQ at t = 0, 

(5.5) u£ = 0 at x = 0 and L, 

where f3 is a fixed positive constant. The extension to variable non-vanishing /J's does 
not raise any major difficulty. 

We first consider an expansion of u in a power series in e of the form, 

oo 

(5.6) iie~ JVV(*,a?). 
j=0 

Inserting this into the equation we obtain 

OO rx     j OO OO 

j=o j=o j=0 

By formal identification of the coefficients of the powers of e we obtain, 

Bit0 

(5.8) —-i3uo=fi 
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and 

(5.9) —-flui=ui-\     forj>l. 

These are linear transport equations which can be solved recursively using the method 
of characteristics (see for instance F. John (1982)). In fact the projected characteristic 
takes the form 

Hence the natural boundary condition for each of them is the upwind boundary con- 
dition, 

(5.10) uj = 0 at L, 

and the natural initial conditions are 

(5.11) u0 = uo at t = 0, 

(5.12) uj = 0 at t = 0, for j > 1. 

These equations can be solved explicitly. 
Certain compatibility conditions are needed to ensure the smoothness of these 

solutions ui. More precisely in order to ensure that u0 G Cn we need 

uoJeCn 

and 

o = !f«0(£,o) 

k=0 

for all / < n. In order to ensure that u^ G C11^ > 1 we need 

and 

(5-14) 0 = ^(L,0) = ElVf^t&^O) 

for all I <n. 
A general treatment of the compatibility conditions for nonlinear problems can 

be found in the work of Temam (1982). 
Convergence of the asymptotic expansion (5.6) to all orders, in Loo(0,T;L2(n)), 

can not be proven (directly) at this stage, but will follow from subsequent results of 
asymptotic expanison valid up to the boundary and the asymptotic formular for the 
boundary layer functions. 
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Asymptotic expansion up to the boundary. In order to figure out the form 
of boundary layer type functions, we use a standard stretched coordinate argument 
in the boundary layer. Assuming that 

(5.15) u'-^eVfts)+ <?'(*,-)), 
i=o 

and substituting into the equation (5.3), we deduce that, up to the leading order, 

dx2   p    ox 
In order to balance these two terms, we choose 

(5.16) a = l. 

Hence (5.15) can be written as: 

OO /> 

(5.17) ue{t,x) ~ yVV(*,aO + ^ —))• 

Inserting (5.17) into (5.3), denoting ^ = X 1, we obtain 

i=o 

Collecting the terms of the same order in e and utilizing the equations for u^, we 
obtain, 

f5 19) _^_^-o (5-19j dx*    dx -0' 
dW   ddi      i do*-1      r   .   , 

(5-20) -^-ax = -^^r    for^1- 
The boundary conditions for the correctors Qi are: 

^ = 0 at x = L, 

(5.21) 0'' = -u'" at x = 0, 

since we need homogeneous boundary conditions for u^ 4- 0J. 
Notice that 

(5.22) 0° = 0 at t = 0, 

since uo = 'Wo = 0ata; = 0,^ = 0, which is a compatibility condition that we assume. 
Indeed, we can prove a more general result regarding 9K 

PROPOSITION 4. For fixed k > 0 we have 

(5.23) ej = 0 att = 0 /or j < jfe, 

1 We use £■£ as the stretched coordinate because it is a non-dimensional number. It is also related 
to the Reynolds number in the fluid dynamic case. 
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provided the following compatibility condition holds 

(5.24) _r(050)-0     forl+j<k. 

Proof. We will prove a stronger result, namely 

dl6j 

(5.25) —- = 0 at t = 0 for / + j < k. 
or 

Notice that (5.23) is a special case of (5.25) with / = 0. 
In order to prove (5.25), we perform induction on j and /. For j = 0, we notice 

QlnO 

that —— satisfies 
dtl 

d2    dle0 d   dl90 

/EO« dl90     n T dl90        dlu0 

(5.27) _ = 0ata; = JL!^r = -^rat, = 0. 

fflQO 

At t = 0, we have -^-(0,0) = 0 for I < k by the compatibility assumption (5.24). 

Hence 

dl00 

(5.28) —r = 0 at t = 0 for / < k, 
or 

by a simple elliptic uniqueness result. Now suppose that for 0 < jo < fc, we have 

dlQJo 
(5.29) -r-r- at t = 0   for I + j0 < k. 

or 

dl~l    ■ 
Then     l_l0

:io+1 satisfies the following equation, thanks to (5.19), (5.20) and (5.21), 

(5.31) ^zr^^1 = 0 at x = L, g^tfio+i = -^L—— at * = 0, 

Combining (5.29), (5.30), (5.31) and (5.24), we obtain 

A7-1     .    1 

—r-r^0-1"1 =0  at t = 0 for / + jo < k, 
or~L 

thanks to the standard elliptic uniqueness result. With this, we end the proof of the 
proposition. □ 

With this proposition, we can prove rigorously the validity of the expansion (5.17) 
using standard energy estimates. 

THEOREM 5. Assume that the data are smooth and that they satisfy compatibility 
conditions (5.13), (5.14) and (5.24) and set 

(5.32) wi = ue -f^ei{ui{t,x) + V(t, ^)). 
i=o e 
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Then there exists a constant K independent of e ( but depending on L,Uo, f and k) 
such that 

(5.33) M\\L°°(0,T;LZ)<Keh+1, 

(5-34) IKIU»(o,TiKi)<Ke*+i, 

(5.35) IKIU-fo.Tjffi) < Kek, 

(5-36) IKIU»(0,T;H«) <«£*"*, 

(5.37) IKIU~(0,Tjtfa) < Ace*5"1 

(5-38) IKIU~((o,r)x(o,L)) < «e*+i- 

Proof. It is easy to see that w| satisfies the following equation and boundary and 
initial conditions: 

(5-39) ^ - ewlxx - fhuU = ek^uk
xx - ek^, 

(5.40) we
k = 0 at t = 0, 

(5.41) we
k = 0 at x = 0,L, 

thanks to (5.8), (5.9), (5.10), (5.11), (5.12), (5.19), (5.19), (5.20), (5.21) and (5.23). 
Multiplying (5.39) by w£

k and integrating over H, we obtain: 

(5.42) —IHUh+eWwUlh 

<£fc+i*4lMKIU*+£fcII^MI^IU 

< llHWh + ^2*+2||tt*j|i3 + efc||^|U2|KfcJU2, 

< iMWh + f ll»S.lli. + ^2fc+2ll«Lll2L2 + ^ll^lk. 

<^KII|2 + |lKxlli2 + ^2';+2, 

where we have used the approximate form of 9e developed in the next theorem whose 
proof is independent of the proof of this theorem. We also used the classical Hardy 
inequality. Hence we have, 

(5.43) jt\H\\h+4rvL\\h < IKIII. +2Ke2k+2. 

Applying the usual Gronwall inequality and using (5.40), we obtain (5.33) and (5.34). 
To derive (5.35) and (5.36) (which are needed for the numerical analysis of our 

approximation scheme for (5.1)), we multiply (5.39) by — w£
kxx and integrate over 

ft = (0,L). Notice that 

(5-44) yQ_iL(-lfljsa) = -_||tB.to||»a> 

(5-45) / -£wLx(-wLa;)=e|Ka;x||^, 
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(5.46) ||/? / wlxwlxx\\ < P\\wixM\wlx\\L2, 
JQ 

< ?iK.,lii. + ?iK,lli>, 

JQ 
ek+1uk

xxwixx\\ < ek+1\\uk
xx\\L2\\w£

kxx\\Li, 

<lMxx\\h+e2k+1\\uk
xx\\U 

dek ,  „ , l.ttdek, (5.47) H^V^L^J <e*||^-|Ua|KJUa 

<fii»L>ili.+ea*-1li^iiia. 
Thus we have 

■^JtWwkxWl* + zWwlxxWh 

or 

jtMx\\h + flKJIi. < ^IK,II|2 + 2£
2fc+1||«Llli2 + 2£

2fc-1||^||l2. 

Integrating (5.48) over (0,^) and utilizing the estimate (5.34), we obtain (5.35) and 
(5.36). Lastly, we notice that (5.38) is a consequence of (5.33) and (5.35). Indeed, 
thanks to Agmon's inequality, we have 

IKIU~((0,T)xQ)  < V/2|K||2oo(o,T;La)lkLllLco(o,T;L2)» 

(5.48) < Kek+i,Vt e [0,T]. 

This implies (5.38). 
In order to derive Loo(0,T;iJ2) estimates we first derive Z,00^,!";!/2) estimates 

on the time derivative and then apply elliptic estimates. For this purpose, we take 
the time derivative of the equation satisfied by w£

k (5.39) and obtain 

d2w£
k dwl      __R(dwl,   _   k^iAdu^__   k920k 

gt2      e{ dt )xx    p{ at )x - e     Z\ ^      e   ^ , 

dw^ =0ata: = 0,L, 
dt 

dw 
dt 

h. = o at t = 0. 

(The zero initial condition is due to the equation and the fact that w^ = 0 at t = 
d6k 

0, uk = 0 at t = 0 and ^r- = 0 at t = 0. ) 
at 

(JW£ div^ 
We multiply the equation for -^ by -^-k, integrate over ft, and utilize the following 

estimates: 

/ 
,dwl^    dwl       „d2 

VJl 

~£{lk)xx~dtL-^md\]l2L2' 
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We then find 

/ 

/ -P(wl)xwi = 0, 

.*+i, duk dwi duk 

« d^^-s^ 1 at |L2 

/ 
:d

26kdwl 
dt2 dt 

< — 
- 4 

<ek 

< 

< 

— \\L2+e       ||A—| lL2, 

d2ek I dwi 

d2win  „ d2dk
u 

dtdx 

li d2w£ 
dt2 " 

-2k-l 2ok 

dtdx 
d2wF 

L2 + 

dtdx 
^"ia + Ke 

2    " 

2fe+2 

a2g 
; dt2 \h 

d   dwl 2 

^""aT11^ + e 
a«;; 

SiSa; 
fc  ||2 — li2 < - l-fllBf , 

2" at U2 + «e 2fc+2 

Thus the usual Gronwall inequality implies 

1^1 
I at 

II— II at 

fc+i. 
ll,~(0,T;i2) < &£' 

'In ^       fc+i 
-"^(o.Tiffi) <Kefc+2. 

Next we rewrite the equation for w% as: 

-eiuLa = efe+1Au* - 
.fca^ 
1 at ^ + M. 

ICI. 0 at x = 0,L. 

We then deduce from elliptic theory 

^||L-(o,T;H2) < -(efc+1||AMfc||Loo(ofT;La) +£* 

+ 

,fc+l| 
l^-||L-(0,T;L2) 

U^CO^L2) +/?||^IIlLoo(0,T;if1)) 

r^+i < ::(e*+i+e*+*+e*+*+e*) r*+i 

< /ce fc-1 

This completes the proof of Theorem 5. D 

the 

REMARK. A useful observation is that we have the same estimate for w£
k as for 

dwl 
dt 

at least for the Z/^^T;!/2) and L^OjTjiT1) norms, provided suitable 

compatibility conditions are satisfied (see (5.13), (5.14), (5.24)). In fact we can derive 

the same kind of estimates for —-^ in other spaces (i.e. Loo(0, T; H1), Loo(0, T; H2)) 

as those for w£
k provided that higher order compatibility conditions are satisfied. This 

is used in our numerical analysis. D 
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Our last objective in this section is to demonstrate that the d^s are real boundary 
layer type functions, i.e., they decay rapidly as x increases. We shall fulfill this task 
by deriving an asymptotic formula for 0j. 

First, 0° can be calculated explicitly by using (5.19) and (5.21); we have 

p-0x/e _ p-l3L/e 
(5.49) Pfrx) = -^0M)    1_e-0L/e    - 

Thus asymptotically we have 

(5.50) 60(t, x) = -u0(t, x)e-(3x/£ + e.s.L, 

where e.s.t. represents terms exponentially small in any Sobolev norm in time variable 
t and space variable x. More precisely, we have: 

DEFINITION. A function g£ is called an exponentially small term, denoted e.s.t., 
if there exists a G (0,1) such that for any kj > 0, there exists a constant cajk,h 

a(3L 

(5.51) ||/||tf*(0,T;iJ<(fi))  < Ca,k,ie       e    . 

Then Q1 can be calculated explicitly using (5.19), (5.21) and (5.49): 

e-0x/e _ e-PL/e 
6\t,x) = -u1(t,0)     l_e_f3Lle 

duO(t,0) e-0L'e e-0x/e _ e-0L/e 
+     dt     ef3(l-e-We){       i-e-0L/* (L    x>> 

(5 52) |  '--/te/.^feO) 1  
(5-52j +£/3e dt      1-e-M 

or asymptotically, 

(5.53) 91 (t, x) = 4c-^/e ^T^- - e-^u1 (t, 0) + e.s.t. 

The method can be generalized by induction to 0J for all j > 2. Indeed we have 

THEOREM 6. Assuming that the data are smooth and satisfy compatibility condi- 
tions mentioned before ((5.13), (5.14), (5.24)), we have 

&   o 

(5.54) Vfrx) = -e-^/VM) + (-l)i+i(^)ie-^/ff^ 
e } pij 

+ g^(^)^-^ + e.s.t, 
k=i e 

where the Ajk are linear combinations of the -^rru (t,0) and are independent of e and 
ut^ 

x. 

Proof.   We have already proved that (5.54) is true for ,7=0 and 1.   We now 
proceed using an induction argument. 

Assuming that (5.54) is true for j, we prove that it is true for j + 1. 
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It is easy to see that the influence of an exponentially small term on d^1 is 
fix 

still exponentially small. Thus we have, using the stretched coordinate X = — and 

(5.20), and the induction hypothesis: 

(5'55)      ax2      dx "   /?2 dt' 
dj+1   0 

fc=l 

(5.56) ^+1|      ^ = 0,    0>"+1|x=o = -iii+1|jf=o- 

It is then desirable to consider the problem 

(5.57) gx2     gx _ X e     . 

kKi„-x 

Notice that 

fc+i 

(5.58) ^E^e"X' 

is a special solution to the previous equation. Hence we may define 

di+1   0 

V^rV" fc! y'r-^^ 1 dAik 

/32 at      v   ' /32J+2(i + i) 
^+1 

r«0(*,o)   £i,£lA!  ..^ifci, 

1=1 ^ J k=l  1=1 ^ 

dj+1 

_ i x  x^M.., l]i+2Xi+i-xm^u0{t>0), y^r-^.i    , 

Here 

dj+1   0 

(5.bU) ^+i,fc-(   1)      fc!       ^j+2 ^   fc!/32   dt  ■ 
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Thus O^1 — 8{+1 satisfies the equation 

(5-61) ^ ^ -e.s.t, 

(5.62) (8^-6{+1)\      sL^ e.s.t,    {V+l - ^+1)|x=o = -«i+1|x=o. 
x= — 

e 

Consider now 

(5.63) ^+1 = 6{+l + uj+1 (t, 0)e-/3x/£. 

We have 

15.b4j ax2 dx -e.s.t., 

(5.65) (^+1 - #+1)|       5L = C.«.t., (^+1 - ^+1)|x=o - 0. 
x= — 

This implies 

(5.66) ej+1 =ej+1 + e.s.t.- 

equivalently, thanks to (5.59), (5.60) and (5.63), we obtain (5.54). This completes the 
proof of the theorem. D 

We now turn to the validity in the interior of the naive approximation of u£ by 
its inviscid limit -u0. 

THEOREM 7.    Let u£ and vP be the solutions of the  "viscous" and "inviscid" 
problems respectively.  Then there exists a constant K, independent of e, such that 

\\U£ - W
0
||L-(0,T;L2(^)) < ne*. 

Moreover, for 0 < S < L, there exists a constant KS, independent of e, such that 

\\UE -U0||L~.((0,T)x(tf,L)) < «j£2. 

Proof. The proofs are a simple combination of our convergence results in Theorem 
5 and our explicit form for the correctors given in Theorem 6. Indeed, 

||we - tt0|U«>(0,T;L2(fi))  < 11^ -U    -9   |U«>(0,T;L2(n)) + \\B   |Uoo(o,r;L2(n)), 
(Thanks to (5.33) and (5.54)), 

< Ke + KS2 , 
I 

< K£2. 

Likewise 

IK- ^  lU^^O.T)) <(J,L)) < \\u£ -u0- 

(Thanks to 
8   lU00! 
(5.38) 

[(0,T) 

and 
x(S,L)) + 

(5.54)), 
||<90|U-((0,T)> <(*, L)), 

< ^£ + ^£2 
? 

<Ksei. 

This ends the proof. □ 
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